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10-4... Roger That by Barbo
You know that little cell phone you are so
obsessed with? You just can’t do without it,
right? Well, it got its humble beginning from
none other than the “Walkie Talkie.”
Formally known as a “handheld transceiver”
it was just that, a hand-held, portable, twoway radio transceiver. Originally developed
by Canadian Donald Hings for the Canadian
government, it became the standard field,
ship-to-shore, air-to-ground and headquarterto-headquarter communication device during
World War II.
Hing's originally developed a civilian
model, the C-58 "Handy-Talkie" in1937. He
then filed a U.S. patent for the packset in 1939.When war broke out
in Europe, he was sent to Ottawa to redevelop his invention for military use. Donald Hings was formally decorated for the invention of
the walkie-talkie and its significance to the war effort receiving an
MBE (Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire) in
1946 and the Order of Canada in 2001.
The Walkie-Talkie could only transmit one radio signal at a time.
A push-to-talk switch started transmission and the built-in speaker
allowed the user and those in his immediate vicinity to be heard.
That being said, a whole new language emerged to help move the
conversation along and prevent communication breakdown.
Breaker 1-9
– I want to start a transmission
10-4
– Okay
Big 10-4
– Yes
Roger That
– Understood
Over and Out
– I’m done talking
Negatory
– No
Affirmative
– Yes
Do you copy?
– Can you hear me?

Copy that
– I heard you
What’s your handle?
– What’s your nickname?
Got your ears on?
– Are you on air and listening?
What’s your 20?
– Where are you?
After the war, walkie-talkies found use in the public sector
by police and fire departments and eventually went on to be used
commercially by private citizens mostly on construction sites.
The first radio receiver/transmitter to be nicknamed "Walkie-Talkie"
was the backpacked Motorola SCR-300, created by an engineering
team in 1940. The Galvin Manufacturing Company (fore-runner
of Motorola) assembled a team of engineers to design a compact,
cordless communication solution using frequency modulation. Both
the “Handie-Talkie” and the “Walkie Talkie” were powered by vacuum
tubes and used high voltage dry cell batteries.10-4. Over and Out…
Old Buddy.

Sources:
Wikipedia and braddye.com/thewirelessmessagingnewsletter
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EPISODE IN A SHELL
The Trial By Fire Raid
by Libby

Coded Messages by Keryn H.
Troy had Tully send the following coded message to
headquarters. Unfortunately, the decoder lost the code
book. Can you decipher it for them?

SEASON TWO • EPISODE 35 – September 25, 1967
NRHHRLM
This mission opens with the lads lurking about a basket
weavers’ convention, for they are surrounded by many baskets of
all shapes and sizes.Troy sends a radio-toting Tully slinking through
them to watch the doings at the local hangout, the train station.
There, the locals are busy carrying clearly marked (in German)
boxes onto the train while armed German soldiers stand about
looking somewhat threatening. Naturally, the officer in charge of
this community make-work project is Dietrich. He is a firm but
benevolent overseer.
A young Arab woman, Safti, deciding it’s time for some water
witnesses Troy silently removing one of the German guards.After
a moment of joy that the Allies have come at last to liberate the
village, she grows angry when hearing that isn’t Troy’s plan. His
plan is to blow up the train and anyone who has the bad luck to
be on it at the time.
In as much as the train is soon to be filled with starving
villagers, this plan naturally goes over like a lead balloon. But Troy,
with the urging of his frowning comrades, strikes a lopsided deal
with Safti: get the locals off the train in 5 minutes and you won’t
get blown up.
Needless to say, the plan doesn’t quite go according
to...uh...plan. Dietrich, having an observant moment, interrupts
the plan, and before Troy can lay the charge he is wounded and
captured. Things are looking bad for the Rats. Luckily, before
capture Troy stuffed the plastic explosive inside a child’s doll;a doll
that Dietrich unknowingly handed to Safti.
The rest of the lads now do what they do best, race about in the
jeeps spreading alarm, despondency, and diversion. Many German
soldiers are plowed down and blown up.
Meanwhile in Dietrich’s office Troy bleeds not so silently on the
floor and Safti begins leaning toward the Allied cause. She argues
with Dietrich and after some heroics, and acrobat tricks involving
Troy flipping over a chair, Dietrich winds up shot in the shoulder
(by Troy) and Safti, fully converted, sets off with the explosive doll
to complete Troy’s plan. She has a worried but well armed daddy
hurrying in her wake.
As one might have anticipated,Troy’s plan is ultimately successful,
completed through the bravery and sacrifice of Safti and her
father. Her father (and the dolly) pays the ultimate price but Safti
survives to understand the gratitude of the Rats and the respect of
Dietrich who knows bravery when he sees it.
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If you need a hint look below the picture of Tully.

Hint: one of the 5 letter words is 'train'.
Answers will be published in our next issue.
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LETTERS HOME by Barbo
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RAT PUZZLE PAGES Trial By Fire Raid – Fill-In Puzzle
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By Janet B.
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Trial By Fire Raid – Crossword Puzzle by Libby
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Missing Scene

Missing Scene

The Vision

Iron Cross

by Anne

by Keryn H.

Tobar struggles to come to terms with his daughter’s decision.

Looking pale under his desert tan, Hauptmann
Dietrich, his arm in a sling, stood on a hillside overlooking an Arab town. A full moon illuminated the
freshly dug grave at his feet. The faint reek of
scorched metal and fuel from the burned out train
tainted the soft night air.
The Americans now occupied the town where he
had been in charge of the supply depot, until the rat
Patrol had come roaring in, guns blazing. Sergeant
Troy had been wounded and captured, but with the
help of a young Arab girl and her father, the train with
its tons of fuel and ammunition had been destroyed.
Dietrich and his remaining men had been forced
to retreat.
Dietrich ran his thumb thoughtfully over the cool
surface of the medal in his hand. All the men in his
family for generations were military officers. His
father was awarded the Iron Cross in the Kaiser's war
for leading a cavalry charge into the teeth of the
enemy's artillery. His bravery that day had saved
many lives. Vater had been so proud when Dietrich
had followed in his footsteps. What would Vater
think of what he was about to do?
Dietrich love the Vaterland, and would give his
life if necessary to defend it. In the girl Safti he saw
the same selflessness and courage, and in the end it
had come to her father as well.Although they caused
him a great deal of trouble, Dietrich felt respect and
admiration for them both.
It was dangerous for him to be here, still, he felt it
was worth the risk.This was something he had to do.
He knelt and placed his Iron Cross on the grave,
taking a moment to arrange the ribbon just so. As he
straightened, he heard the crunch of footsteps on the
gravel path. Perhaps a sentry coming up the hill. He
snapped a quick salute to the man buried there, and
slipped into the cover of the rocky hillside. He hoped
the girl would understand and appreciate his gesture.
It was his tribute to a brave pair.

Tobar was angry as he looked out into the street. Italians, Germans,
British,Americans . . . and before them, the French and Spanish. None of
them, he thought bitterly, belonged in North Africa. None of them shared
the heritage of the Arab people, their pride, their culture.
Tobar was sick of it all, and wanted only to see his people fed. But
there went his daughter, intent on blowing up the train and destroying
the villagers’ food supply along with the Germans’ ammunition.
Safti was a mere girl-child, of course, but Tobar had no sons, and his wife
had been killed in an Allied bombing raid. Safti was all he had left.And now
she was risking her life to help the Allies! No… not just the Allies…
Safti had said harsh words to him, her father, words with meaning that
only became clear now. Liberation! She had a vision of freedom for their
people, and she was prepared to do anything to help that vision come to
pass. Even if it meant helping the Allies. Even if, in the short term, her
people might go hungry. But she had a vision . . .
As Tobar watched, Safti stumbled and dropped the doll containing the
explosives. The dust flew up all around her as the Germans’ bullets
narrowly missed her, and she scrambled aboard the train.
It was Tobar’s moment of truth. In that instant he knew he must help
his daughter.
He snatched up the machine gun from the floor of the office and in
moments was out on the street. Dodging gunfire and returning fire as he
ran, he scooped up the fallen doll and clambered aboard the train.
He paused fleetingly to let Safti know the mission would be completed.
“I will do it. I will do it!”
He didn’t wait for a response, but ran toward the adjoining flatcar.
With trembling fingers he lit the fuse that would detonate the plastic
explosive, and he tucked the doll among the barrels of fuel on the flatcar.
He turned and raced back through the passenger car to Safti, but a
sudden flurry of shots struck him like a massive fist.
He found himself lying on the floor of the passenger car, with Safti
leaning over him. He touched his chest, and his hand came away covered
with blood. No pain, he thought wonderingly.
“I was selfish. Forgive me,” he said, but her face was growing dim. He
heard her voice faintly as he felt himself floating away, and he smiled. She
was strong, and she would pass on that strength to her children and to
her children’s children. And thanks to them, someday the Arab world
would be free, and women such as she would have an equal voice in that
freedom.This was her vision, and he saw it clearly. I can go in peace now,
he thought, and closed his eyes.
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Everything I Need to Know, I Learned From... – Sergeant Moffitt
A list compiled by SarahAnne and Pat S. who studied the Rat Patrol
and learned well.
During his time with the Rat Patrol Sergeant Moffitt learned (and
then taught us) that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Troy is right, of course.
Tea is very good for morale,even in the most difficult circumstances.
‘Odds and ends’ can come in very handy.
The English discovered the Indians.
“You’re a long way from Geneva, dearheart.” – Enough said.
It doesn’t matter how well you speak German if you’re
wearing English boots.
7. When a distraction is needed, cause a little alarm and despondency.
8. If you can’t knife the sentry quietly, don’t knife the sentry at all.
Even if he is in your way.
9. An ascot is the most versatile and useful piece of clothing in
the world.
10.Only idiots go after the dog.
How good is your Rat Patrol memory? Can you remember which
episodes those gems of knowledge appeared to Moffitt? Look for the
episodes in our next issue.
Sergeant Moffitt wasn’t the only one who taught us valuable lessons.
The others learned things too. What gems did we pick up from Troy,
Hitch, Tully and Dietrich (and Dietrich’s men)? Email your items to
RPDunes@gmail.com and we’ll include the best in future issues of
DUNES. Shake it!

NOT ALWAYS A RAT

CHRIS GEORGE

HANS GUDEGAST

The Immortal - 1969

Mary Tyler Moore Show - 1977
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GARY RAYMOND

JUSTIN TARR

LARRY CASEY

God’s Outlaw - 1986

c. 1968

The Decievers - 1969
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Movie Review

Vignette

Desert Commandos

The Surprise

Ken Clark, Horst Frank, and Jeanne Valérie

by Cynthia K. Taylor

Reviewed by Val

The 1967 Italian movie
"Attentato ai tre grande", or
"Desert Commandos" in
English, is a bit of a rarity, as for
once our heros are Germans.
A hand-picked team of five
commandos are being sent
by the Abwehr to kill off the
Allied leaders - Churchill,
Roosevelt and De Gaulle during a conference in
Casablanca. However, nothing
ever goes as planned and the
team has to contend with mine fields, sand storms, unfriendly
Tuaregs, broken compasses and dissension in the ranks.
With all that, just getting to Casablanca is going to prove
difficult,and that's supposed to be the easy part ...Don't forget
love and betrayal,and you're in for an adventure.
The movie is not recent and it shows a little, but overall it
is quite enjoyable. Some of the characters seem clear-cut
stereotypes at first (the die-hard Nazi, the flirtatious French
officer...), but as the plot progresses they show unexpected
depth.The plot also seems pretty straightforward,but reserves a
few twists along the way.In the end,the movie is too short and
intense to really flesh out the characters as they deserve, but it
still manages to go beyond the two-dimensional clichés. The
characters remain very human because they're not heroes
and they don't try to be;they just struggle to do what they feel
they must, to be true to what they believe in when put into
impossible situations.The movie does a good job of getting you
to empathize with the characters, especially Schöller and Wolf,
who are the two main protagonists.Schöller believes in the Nazi
ideals while Wolf is a softer-hearted man,whose best friend is a
Jew.The conflict between those two generates much of the tension in the movie.
Some scenes drag for too long, and sometimes scenes
meant to be suspenseful fall flat,but that only happens a couple
of times.Also, the movie is Italian and the English dub is stilted
and awkward at places, so I would recommend getting the
original version with subtitles if you can. It is definitely worth
watching if you like the genre.

The movie is available for viewing online.
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“So is he a bootlegger?”Tully directed his question to Mark Hitchcock who was
bending over the engine of the jeep. “You can tell me. I’m not gonna report him.
Hell,I’ve run my share of ‘shine back home.”
“He’s not a moonshiner,” came the muffled response.
“A jewel thief?”
No response.
“A con man?”
“My father has never committed an illegal act in his life.”
“Is he in ship-building?”Tully continued. “Gotta be lots of that around NewYork.”
“No.”
“What about entertainment? Does he make movies?”
“No.”
“I know!”Tully’s eyes lit up. “He produces plays on Broadway.”
Hitch straightened,wiping his oily hands on a rag.“Drop it,Tully. I’m not telling
you.”There was irritation in his voice.
“I say,what’s the row about?”Moffitt asked as he and Troy returned from their
reconnaissance at the top of a particularly high sand dune.
“I just asked what Hitch’s father did to get rich,”Tully responded.
Moffitt glanced at Troy and shrugged. They all knew that Hitch came from a
wealthy family, there was no other way he could have attended an Ivy League
school or afforded the heavy gold ring he wore; but Hitch never mentioned his
wealth, so they had never asked questions. In commando work, you were
concerned with a man’s behavior in combat,not what his family was like.
“Drop it,Tully,”Troy barked. “We’ve got more important things to worry about.
That German convoy we’re supposed to knock out is right over the ridge.”
“Good,”Hitch said as he slid into the driver’s seat.“Maybe Tully can get his mind
on something else.”
The attack went perfectly as did most of the Rats’missions,ending with them
speeding away from the scene of carnage.
The setting sun found the four men settled into camp,a small fire heating water
for coffee or tea,in Moffitt’s case,whenTully resumed his questioning of Hitchcock.
“Does he own a gold mine? Or an oil well?”
“No,” Hitch responded.“And no.”
“Hitch,you can be as stubborn as a mule.”
“I say,Tully,” Moffitt interrupted as he sensed tempers beginning to rise. “Why
the sudden interest in Hitch’s background? You’ve never asked before;now you’d
put Dietrich in second place for useless questioning.”
“Just occurred to me that since we’ve been together,y’all have learned all about
me–that I had a mamie,ran moonshine–and I know some about you and Troy,but
we know didley-squat about Hitch. It’s like he don’t trust us.Him not wanting to
answer proves it.”
“Don’t trust you,you stupid southerner!? I’ve trusted you with my life.”Hitch’s voice
rose.“It was just that you made such a big deal out of this ...”He looked from one man to
the other.“All right.But you’ve all got to promise to never ever tell anyone.”
Three sets of eyebrows went up questioningly.
“He owns a bubblegum factory. I learned to chew gum before I had a full set
of teeth.”
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Through the Field Glasses

Well spotted. This book was written by
Mark Hitchcock.
Submitted by Anne P.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO...
Eric Braeden
(BORN: HANS GUDEGAST)

April 3,1941 – Keil,Germany
Justin Tarr
(BORN: HOWARD BARNES)

April 14,1940 – Amarillo, Texas

Gary Raymond
(BORN: GARY BARRYMORE RAYMOND)

April 20,1935 – Brixton, England
Disclaimer: This is a non–profit, fan, electronic publication. No copyright infringement is intended. DUNES is a free newsletter. For more information and submission
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